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Ghosts
Ghosts are the metaphors I create for the human form. Dusk Man sits on a stage,
silhouetted against a setting sun. We see him only through a paper screen that falls in
front of him. He is represented in two triptychs, one of small photo-polymer etchings,
the other of large digital prints. I enjoy the repetition of the images through different
media and different scales; the one image possessing many possibilities to express
space and human presence. Print media allow this repetition and variety of surface. I
use both the rich materiality of etching and the thin sophisticated nuance of inkjet
printing, to explore a range of photographic effects.
I want to provide the spectator with a glimpse of something real but unidentifiable: to
create a presence of something or someone rather than a description. The ‘figures’ and
their environments are anonymous in both series of works and are created in my
studio from paper, cardboard, and modelling clay. The apparent naturalism of the
images is entirely a product of their photographic transformation. I hope that the
ambiguity of the images and the media in which they are represented will create a
space for the spectator to become involved in the images, perhaps to peel away the
layers in their imagination. Beth Grabowski and Bill Fick, in their recent book
Printmaking, described my work: “Jo Ganter’s prints are meditative works. Far from
the concrete solitidy of a room with walls, spaces, defined by light and atmosphere
deny specificity and offer only illusory stability. As if in a dream state, figurative
elements hint of presence and specific identity, yet remain just out of reach.”
Jo Ganter

